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Marimekko is a Finnish design house founded in 1951. For seventy years, 
the unmistakable Marimekko prints have been worn as bold badges of 
positivity and personal empowerment. 

Our lifelong mission is to bring color and joy into lives and homes 
everywhere and encourage people to be happy as they are.  

Striped, checked, and floral prints in bold colors make up a rich artistic 
legacy. Over the years, our designers have created some 3,500 print 
designs, which have graced everything from dresses and bags to ceramics, 
fabrics, and more. Proving their timeless appeal, the iconic prints have 
been reborn time and again in thousands of imaginative color palettes. 
And each year, new pieces of printed artworks are introduced to an 
ever-evolving collection.

In the 60th anniversary year of the Unikko design, Marimekko is launching 
a new range of products for interiors. In collaboration with Dutch company 
Brink & Campman, an attractive collection of rugs has been developed for
both indoor and outdoor use. Born out of a passion for craftsmanship and 
sustainability, Brink & Campman has been making rugs for over 125 years.

The Marimekko range of tufted and woven rugs translates some of 
Marimekko’s most famous and iconic designs. These timeless rugs are 
offered in the best qualities in the vibrant color palette of Marimekko and 
will add a touch of joyful living to any home.
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Tufted 

pure new wool 

cut & loop pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 300 cm   6'7" x 9'8"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

UNIKKO

UNIKKO dark green  
132207

UNIKKO light beige  
132201

Maija Isola laid the foundation for 

Marimekko as a print house. When 

Armi Ratia banned flower patterns 

at Marimekko, Isola rebelled and 

painted a complete collection of 

graphic, pop-art-inspired floral 

fabrics. Among them was Unikko, 

which has been continuously 

printed since its launch.
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UNIKKO

UNIKKO beige  
132211

Tufted 

pure new wool 

cut & loop pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 300 cm   6'7" x 9'8"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request
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UNIKKO orange red 
132403

UNIKKO greige  
132401

Handtufted 

100% high quality New Zealand wool 

cut pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

UNIKKO
These joyful rugs in bold patterns 

and vibrant colors are hand tufted 

in India by a selected manufacturer. 

A high-quality New Zealand wool 

has been used for the yarns. 
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ISO UNIKKO yellow  
132306

ISO UNIKKO natural white 
132301

Tufted 

pure new wool 

cut & loop pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 300 cm   6'7" x 9'8"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

ISO UNIKKO
Needle stitch by needle stitch this 

bold design has been tufted by our 

Dutch supplier. The refined woolen 

yarns are spun and dyed in Europe. 

Time, careful attention and 

controlled processes ensure that 

this tufted Marimekko rug can stand 

the test of time with ease for now 

and future generations.
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ISOT KIVET natural white 
132501

ISOT KIVET green 
132507

ISOT KIVET blue 
132508

Handtufted 

100% high quality New Zealand wool 

cut & loop pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

ISOT KIVET
Maija Isola’s Kivet (stones) design 

builds on circles cut with scissors.

The pattern was most likely inspired

by the big rough-edged stones that

were manually cleared from the 

designer’s atelier home’s grounds.
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SEIREENI green 
132707

SEIREENI warm beige 
132701

Handtufted 

pure new wool 

cut pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

SEIREENI
While traveling in Greece in the 

early 1960s, Maija Isola got inspired 

by the movement of water and 

depicted it in several fabric prints, 

including Seireeni (siren) from 1964. 

Named after the mythological 

sirens, the pattern also recalls 

the enchanting singing that lured 

sailors into dangerous waters. 
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RALLI burnt orange
132603

RALLI yellow  
132606

Handtufted 

100% high quality New Zealand wool 

cut pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

RALLI
The dynamic stripe pattern Ralli 

(rally race), created by Maija Isola, 

was inspired by the streamlined 

tapings seen on traditional race-

cars. In the print, sophisticated 

vertical color blocks constitute 

a well-balanced design.
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TIILISKIVI bronze yellow 
132906

TIILISKIVI bright blue 
132908

Handtufted 

100% high quality New Zealand wool 

cut & loop pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

TIILISKIVI
The Tiiliskivi (brick) pattern was 

designed by Marimekko’s founder 

Armi Ratia in 1952. The pattern 

reflects her belief in the simple 

beauty of everyday life.
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TIIBET burnt orange
132803

TIIBET deep blue  
132808

Handloom 

100% high quality New Zealand wool 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

170 x 240 cm   5'7" x 7'10"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

custom sizes on request

TIIBET
The impressive graphic Tiibet (Tibet)

was Vuokko Eskolin-Nurmesniemi’s 

first fabric print design for 

Marimekko. This harmonious and 

restful pattern brings to mind 

a broad, silent landscape.
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UNIKKO 60TH ANNIVERSARY green 
433007

Handtufted 

100% recycled PET yarn

loop pile 

140 x 200 cm  4'7" x 6'7"  

160 x 230 cm   5'3" x 7'6"

200 x 280 cm   6'7" x 9'2"

250 x 350 cm    8'2" x 11'6"

UNIKKO
OUTDOOR
The year 2024 marks the 60th 

anniversary of Unikko, one of the 

most recognized Marimekko print 

designs in the world. Unikko was 

created by Maija Isola for Marimekko 

in 1964 and has since become an 

international icon of print design. 
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“Marimekko is not about trending fashion. 

We make timeless and lasting products, which, 

by chance, are often very fashionable.”

ARMI RATIA, FOUNDER OF MARIMEKKO
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UNIKKO
beige
132211

ISO UNIKKO 
yellow
132306

RALLI 
burnt orange
132603

UNIKKO
dark green
132207

UNIKKO 
light beige
132201

UNIKKO 
orange red
132403

TIILISKIVI
bronze yellow
132906

UNIKKO 60TH 
ANNIVERSARY 
green 433007

UNIKKO 
greige
132401

TIILISKIVI
bright blue
132908

ISOT KIVET
blue
132508

ISOT KIVET
green
132507

ISOT KIVET
natural white
132501

ISO UNIKKO 
natural white
132301

RALLI 
yellow
132606

SEIREENI 
green
132707

TIIBET
burnt orange
132803

SEIREENI 
warm beige
132701

TIIBET
deep blue
132808

RUG COLLECTION OVERVIEW
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At Brink & Campman we make collections 
of thoughtfully designed premium rugs. 
Brink & Campman has over 125 years of 
experience doing so. The craft of rug making 
means that no two rugs are exactly alike. 
The natural materials used in a handcrafted 
product might cause deviations in colour, 
texture or size. 
 
This brochure has been created with great care. 
We make allowance for a degree of colour 
variation and cannot be held responsible for 
any printing errors or changes in the collection.
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Albert Schweitzerstraat 3
7131 PG Lichtenvoorde | NL

t +31(0)544 390 400
info@brinkandcampman.com

brinkandcampman.com
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